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Welcome to the latest edition of our annual 
alumni magazine (Kaleidoscope 2021). We bring you the 

latest news from the university and our alumni community. The 
wide spectrum of events mapped in this Kaleidoscope will give you 
the glimpse of the continuous activities and involvement of AWAIU. 
The magazine incorporates the valuable messages of the dignitaries 
of Integral University. We have also accomm -odated the 
achievements of our alumni torchbearers who have motivated the 
student community greatly, there is a section focusing on the 
generosity of our alumni and their efforts have been duly credited 
and glimpses of Qatar Chapter that scales new heights. The 
magazine also lodges success stories from the alumni community 
along with passionate words  from the alumni in form of letters to the 
alma mater. We have also devoted space for the everlasting ties of 
solidarity, messages from our esteemed faculty, visits from the 
alumni, campus news and a note of grief for those alumni whom we 
lost this year. 

The tapestry of Integral University is not 
complete without the presence of the alumni association. 

An extraordinary bond has crystallized between the alumni and 
their alma mater during the course of time. The lightly stirred eddies 
of solidarity keep moving as the alumni interact with the current 
students of the university. The alumni magazine fills the discursive 
space between the alumni and their alma mater with utmost 
sincerity.Our alumni are like the beaming stars in the cobalt 
firmament of Integral University. The present student community 
feels deeply indebted to the alumni for their expert guidance and 
perennial inspiration.

The education system is not a homogenous 
monolith. It is porous and multilayered. Students from 

multiple backgrounds seek success in the world of academics by 
investing their time and resources. Hence, it becomes obligatory for 
an educator to nurture their talents and enlighten their minds. We at 
Integral University have devised teaching methods that are 
comprehensive and wholesome. We primarily focus on developing 
emotional ecology between the teachers and the students. The 
pedagogical apparatus at Integral University is based on emotional 
ecology that facilitates the learning experience. We bond with young 
learners by means of an entirely promethean zeal to illuminate their 
academic lives. The alumni community and their alma mater share a 
symbiosis that meliorates both. The Alumni Welfare Association's 
magazine further galvanizes this bond. I convey heartfelt 
congratulations to the entire Integral family, Alumni Welfare 
Association and the alumni community for making this magazine a 
success.

Human existence is not just about living la 
dolce vita, but it is also about the ups/downs, and 

success/failures that one faces in life. Campus life is a miniature 
form of the life at large. Students tend to face all sorts of difficult 
situations under the controlled environment on the campus. This 
prepares them for the life outside the safe zone wherein they'll have 
to face real situations and deal with tough circumstances. The 
AWAIU is all eyes and ears over it because of which it organizes 
interaction programmes of its alumni who come along with their 
experiences of the outside world and narrate it to the present students 
as also counsels them to make appropriate career choices. The 
Alumni Magazine (Kaleidoscope) proves a benison for the students 
of IU as it gives a sneak peek into the lives of the alumni of IU; not to 
mention that these alumni are also on a lookout for a chance to 
connect with their alma mater.

Dr. Syed Wahaj Mohsin
Associate Professor 
Department of English/Languages 
Integral University, Lucknow

Dr. Amna Shamim
Assistant Professor 

Department of English/Languages 
Integral University, Lucknow

Er. Ali Saad
Coordinator AWAIU
Integral University, Lucknow

Ms. Shaista Taskeen
Research Scholar 

Department of English/Languages 
Integral University, Lucknow

Editorial Board

Prof. S.W. Akhtar
Chancellor and Founder 
Integral University, Lucknow

Integral University sprung as a minuscule and gradually 
metamorphosed into a globally acclaimed academic giant. This 
transformation resembles the extraordinary art of papier-mâché that 
turns paper pulp into awe striking artifacts. The inception of Techno 
Academic School created a butterfly effect in the field of academia. To 
this day it has created a multitude of professionally sound Engineers, 
Doctors, Bureaucrats, Entrepreneurs, Civil Servants, Architects, 
Academicians, Scientists, Business Tycoons, and so on.  

During the hellacious phase of the pandemic the latest edition of 
Alumni Magazine whips that feeling of apricity which soothes us. As 
our alumni move across latitudes to scale new heights, this magazine 
chronicles their valuable stories and experiences. I am exuberated to 
bestow upon the alumni my passionate regards for embracing new 
targets and dreams. The alumni community has enriched their alma 
mater and sprouted new strategies for mutual growth. 

Integral university has exhibited phenomenal zeal in serving the nation 
during the pandemic. The alumni community of Integral University 
showed solidarity in performing charitable acts from all the corners of 
the world. They defied the cartographic divisions to unite in the cause 
of providing selfless services to the underprivileged. This stupendous 
feat of Integral University is a mammoth contribution towards nation-
building. The philanthropic spirit of the alumni is an outstanding 
contribution towards the society.
Integral University also serves as an oasis of knowledge for foreign 
students from various countries. This university privileges the students 
with finest resources to hone their skills and create individuals who 
embolden the intellectual community globally.
 
The boundless energy and the humanitarian gusto of the Alumni 
Welfare Association of Integral University must also be duly addressed 

at this juncture as the fourth addition of the alumni magazine is successfully launched.
 
I end this message with the eternally profound words of G.B. Shaw—

“Life isn't about finding yourself.
Life is about creating yourself.”

CHANCELLOR'S 
MESSAGE

HON'BLE 
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Dr. Syed Nadeem Akhtar
Pro-Chancellor
Integral University, Lucknow

PRO-CHANCELLOR'S 
MESSAGE

HON'BLE 

The Alumni Welfare Association of Integral University (AWAIU) is working 
with verve and assiduity in envisaging to bridge the gap between the 
University’s past, present and future in the context of its students— in which 
it is reaching new heights of success with each passing day. Integral 
University wishes all its students to reach apotheosis in their life and career, 
entrusting them with the task of not just being intellectual torch bearers and 
role models for others but also to leave an imprint on the minds of people with 
their versatile personalities through the display of their creative skills. These 
skills combined together have made our students all rounders. It can also be 
seen when they have moved out of their mould a.k.a. University through the 
myriad events that have been constantly taking place here in the form of 
interactions of alumni with the students and faculty of their respective 
departments.

I feel elated in seeing the fervor with which our alumni are coming back to 
reunite with us. Because of this, our alumni chapters are opening in various 
corners of the world, beginning with Dubai and Qatar. Next in line are the 
Delhi and UK chapters. It was rightly said by Ben Sasse in this context, “An 
institution of higher education is a partnership among students and alumni, 
faculty and administrators, donors and trustees, neighborhoods and more, to 
build a community - and a culture.”

I would like to extend my wishes to all the alumni of IU and would like to 
invite them to associate more strongly with their alma mater and become 
partners in the growth of the University.

My dear alumni of Integral university, I have recently assumed the charge of the Vice Chancellor of this prestigious 
university and feel privileged to be a part of the Integral family. Indeed, your alma mater in a short span of time has exhibited 
phenomenal growth and ascended as one of the premier institutions of higher education in the country, which largely focuses 
on imparting quality education, training and research in diverse fields viz. STEM Commerce & Management, Liberal arts & 
Humanities, Law, Nursing and Medicine. With the changing global educational scenario, the horizons of professional 
pursuits are expanding and offer enormous scope to the students and faculty to unlock the flairs and attain greater heights of 
success.
Undoubtedly, there are many challenges ahead as the educational system is becoming more competitive. The dynamics of the 
fast-changing education domain beseech the academicians to give the right impetus to transform the ordinary students to life-
long learners and future architects of nation. You will feel proud to know that the well qualified faculty and trained staff of the 
Integral university is dedicated to engender all-round development of our students, and to kindle their intrinsic creativity, 
talent and scholarship. We at Integral university, nurture and ignite the fertile minds for their professional and personal 
success, and are committed to create responsible citizens as an epitome of ethics, social and moral values of high order.
Integral University extends an open invitation to alumni to visit their beloved alma mater and reunite with peers' and teachers, 
who have navigated them to carve a niche and begot transformation in their life. Revisiting campus will surely take them 
down the memory lanes and reminisce the past scholastic journey to the astounding educational and research-intensive 
ecosphere of Integral campus. I am sure that alumni will feel privileged and enchanted with the surroundings and academic 
ambience on being closely associated with their alma mater as an important stakeholder and integral member of university 
fraternity.
At the end, I would like to wish the Alumni Welfare Association, Integral university for the tireless efforts in publishing the 
Annual Alumni Magazine-2021. This will certainly help in strengthening the networking and strong connection of Alumni 
Welfare Association at Integral University, Lucknow with more than 35,000 alumni all across the globe.
 
Best wishes for all success in your endeavors.

FROM THE DESK OF VICE-CHANCELLOR

Hon'ble Vice-Chancellor
Integral University, Lucknow

Prof. Javed Musarrat
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"Without craftsmanship, inspiration is a mere reed shaken in the wind."

The above quotation by Johannes Brahms speaks about practical knowledge and skills. Every institution must teach its 
students the skills required to succeed in their respective fields.  Inspiration and motivation are the first steps through which 
Integral University waters the plants it sows. These plants, in turn, grow and return to their roots to give back what they 
received. I feel immense pride in stating that the alumni of Integral University are becoming huge trees, not just plants, who 
are full of love and admiration for their alma mater, and are coming back to it to share their experiences with the University 
fraternity every now and then. 

My blessings are with AWAIU for bringing out Kaleidoscope — the annual magazine — which gives us a glimpse of the 
achievements of our alumni.

FROM THE DESK OF PRO VICE-CHANCELLOR

I am extremely delighted and overwhelmed to know that Alumni Welfare Association of Integral University (AWAIU) is 
going to publish its “Alumni Magazine”, which provides a source of information and highlights the achievements and 
accomplishments of revered alumnus. The mandate of AWAIU is to provide an opportunity for its members to foster, by their 
own participation, those programs and undertakings which will contribute to their personal growth and overall development 
and to the development, prestige and advancement of the Integral University as well. Equally important is the fostering of 
social, cultural and business relationships among alumni and friends. AWAIU in partnership with others and with the active 
involvement of alumni and friends, is fostering pride and the subsequently enhancing the University’s reputation through 
communication, the celebration of success, and the development of lifelong relationships with graduates, past, present and 
future.

AWAIU is fulfilling its aim to preserve and develop solidarity and exchange between former students. Regular events, an 
annual Homecoming, a growing number of alumni chapters in more and more cities around the world, an intranet with 
forums, profiles, and job offers, an Alumni Fund for organizing various activities, and many other opportunities for 
participation provide added value for Integral University’s alumni and the entire campus community. This has certainly given 
rise to a broad, multicultural, international social network based on a common foundation. I find myself lucky in contributing 
and giving back to the place that gave me so much. My best wishes to the Integral University Alumni Association, which is 
working tirelessly in reaching out to its alumni, who in fact represent the university as our brand ambassadors.

Registrar 
Integral University, Lucknow

Prof. (Dr.) Mohammed Haris Siddiqui

FROM THE DESK OF REGISTRAR 

Prof. Aqil Ahmad
Pro Vice-Chancellor
Integral University, Lucknow
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As we conclude another successful academic year, some 2800 or so new graduates will go forth from the Integral University 
and begin to carve their paths. Among them would be visionaries who dream of interplanetary travel and asteroid-mining, and 
newly minted Ph.D.'s with expertise in various fields of research. 

As I imagine them radiating outward from our campuses with a degree/diploma in hand, I think about how lucky they are to be 
entering a new community our alumni community. 

The Integral alumni community of more than 35,000 transcends generations and geographical boundaries. You're in every 
conceivable field of work, in many countries, in families of every description and configuration. Among you are 
entrepreneurs, scientists, educators, volunteers and public servants. Differences abound within our community, but we also 
share core values - a commitment to service, a belief in access and opportunity, the drive to make a positive difference - that 
unites us. 

We will put your support to work in ways that will continue to make you proud of this institution. Your engagement in your 
communities and your support for Integral University, including your membership in the IU Alumni Association, are an 
essential part of making all of these achievements possible. 
Please join me in congratulating the Class of 2021 as they join your ranks. You've set the bar for achievement very high, and it 
will be a thrill to watch them meet the challenge. 
My good wishes to all for your future endeavors. 

CONTROLLER'S MESSAGE

Controller of Examinations
Integral University, Lucknow

Prof. Abdul Rahman Khan

You are a part of a global family of over 35,000+ alumni that is growing every year. This community is alive with alumni from 
various programs. You can be champions for each of us, and to do so, we must reach out and open our doors to one another to 
establish a stronger bond. I want to express my heartfelt gratitude to our alumni for their outstanding efforts, and I like to 
encourage each one of you to make this network more visible and accessible. Your accomplishments will be a source of pride 
for all of us in many ways, so please share with us.

Our university wears new infrastructure, so I would like to welcome you to visit the campus and re-live some of the old times 
while taking in the new. The success of our alumni shapes Integral University more than anything else. You all have embodied 
the values of the university.

I congratulate the editors and members of the AWAIU team for the successful publication of “Alumni Magazine". I wish 
continued success to all the students of Integral University and look forward to your continued participation in near future.

DIRECTOR'S MESSAGE (HRDC)

Director HRDC
Integral University, Lucknow

Prof. Syed Aqeel Ahmad
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DIRECTOR'S MESSAGE (CCG&D)

I am delighted to know that the Alumni Welfare Association of Integral University (AWAIU) is coming up with yet another 
edition of its flagship magazine “Kaleidoscope”, which connects its alumni with each other and shares the achievements and 
success stories of its proud alumni, both nationally as well as internationally. The Alumni Association, which is now a 
registered body has transformed into an important centre in providing career counseling and motivational lectures by its 
eminent alumni, who have attained great heights in their respective fields and are carrying forward the traditions of the 
university. 

AWAIU has been playing an important role in reaching out to our alumni through its mission to connect and communicate. 
Recently, the university through its Alumni Association has felicitated its alumnus Mr Abdul Saboor of B.Tech M.E. 2010-14 
batch, who helped affected people and migrant workers during the pandemic in getting them food, medicines, oxygen 
cylinders etc in Lucknow and adjoining cities through his NGO “Madad Karo Na”.

We have many more such stories from other Alumni as well, who have contributed in various ways for the betterment of the 
society. We therefore invite and encourage our alumni, who are goodwill ambassadors of our university to share their success 
stories and thoughts with us, which will not only motivate their colleagues, but also make their alma mater proud of  them.

Dean, Student's Welfare
Integral University, Lucknow

Prof. (Dr.) Monowar Alam Khalid

DEAN'S MESSAGE (STUDENTS' WELFARE)

Any Institution's alumni are a key to its growth.  At Integral University our alumni are our cherished and prized resource as 
they step out into the larger world across the globe to spread the spirit of positivity by contributing to their organizations and 
businesses and adding value to the economy and society at large.

The focused training by faculty and mentors at their alma mater goes a long way in shaping  their personality as valuable 
citizens of the world. In this direction, the Centre for Career Guidance & Development which closely interacts with all pre-
final & final year students takes pride in seeing our alumni succeed in various spheres of life.  It is always a pleasure, honor 
and a matter of immense pride to meet our alumni at any forum and share their success story. My best wishes to our alumni for 
doing well in life as well as supporting the young talent from subsequent batches of Integral University in gaining foothold in 
the initial years of their Professional life.

Our alumni and we continue to jointly work towards our common mission of CREATING POSSIBILITIES… ENABLING 
GROWTH.

I congratulate and applaud the efforts of  Alumni Welfare Association of Integral University (AWAIU) towards their efforts in 
bringing our alumni under one umbrella. 
  
Let's keep the INTEGRAL flag flying high in our journey towards INSPIRING EXCELLENCE… GLOBALLY!

Director – CCG&D, Integral University 
Additional Director – International Relations
Integral University, Lucknow

Dr. Nilanjan Mukherji
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Any institution of learning is known through its alumni. People create an impression of the institution by seeing the citizens it 
has given to the world. Students taking admission in Integral University are young ebullient minds who are taught to become 
independent and learn the ways of the world, so that they can become efficient in dealing with the professional life when they 
step out of the confines of the university where they have been living in a protective environment. Students from IU have 
shown their skills in whichever field they entered and have mastered the art of giving. I congratulate AWAIU for conducting 
alumni interaction programs and other such events wherein the present students of Integral University get a chance to meet 
their seniors and earn the wisdom that they share.

DIRECTOR'S MESSAGE (IIMS&R)

Dean, IIMS&R
Integral University, Lucknow

Prof. Zafar Idris

We at Integral University disentangled the knots of covid-19 crisis with surgical accuracy. The impactful service rendered by 
IIMS&R during the catastrophic events of the pandemic is indeed commendable. Our efforts to combat the crisis, provide 
finest resources and exemplary support at IIMS&R have been unanimously recognized. 20kl liquid oxygen tank was installed 
at Integral University to grapple with the crisis. The unflinching and intense contribution of IIMS&R marshals the cause of 
serving the nation which was also appreciated by the government of Uttar Pradesdh. The Icons of Health award bestowed on 
IIMS&R by Times Group speaks volumes.
 
Integral University is a global university that gives wings to its students to fly. It gives them the freedom to dream and then 
provides them the opportunities to fulfill their dreams. It has been aptly said by Eleanor Roosevelt, “The future belongs to 
those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.” I am proud of our alumni who have carved a niche for themselves in the 
world and are happily sharing their expertise in the growth and development of the University through holding interactive 
sessions and counseling programs in their alma mater. Integral University is a seat of learning which has been working hard 
day and night to achieve its set mission and objectives. The alumni of the University are providing their support in helping it 
reach those goals.

I congratulate the alumni association for cementing the bonds between the alumni and their alma mater. The spectrum of the 
alumni community has shown significant growth in recent years and the role of the association is a promising one. The alumni 
of IIMS&R are the beacons of light for the current and future student community.

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR'S MESSAGE (ADMIN. AFFAIRS)

Asst. Director, Admin. Affairs, IIMS&R
Integral University, Lucknow

Mr. Syed Fauzan Akhtar
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We at Integral University believe in imagineering an intellectual realm 
for our students, so as to make them proficient in whatever task they 
undertake. Like the Orion's Belt Integral University consists of the three 
magnanimous attributes; the first being its commitment to achieve 
excellence, the second to provide young learners with quality education 
and the third to serve the nation by channelizing the potential of the 
learners. 

Education is an antidote to ignorance. By ascending the challenges and 
countering the platitudes the student community can stand the tests of 
time. Integral University is an academic sanctuary for students from 
across the globe. The hallmark of our university is 'inspiring excellence' 
and we at Integral solemnly follow this motto.

The final years of the students are like an emotional tug, a tidal pull for 
the students as they prepare to launch themselves into the professional 
universe. Integral University unearths the significance of quality 
education for the students, so as to make them aware of its universal 
value. The academic voyage that the students undertake at Integral 
University is a transformative arc for them as it illuminates the path of 
their careers. 

It is a moment of pride for me to convey my wishes to Alumni Welfare 
Association for the publication of their Alumni magazine 2021. The 
alumni community that has a strong matrix of shared duty towards their 
alma mater is our strength. The Alumni Welfare Association bonds this 
community with utmost sincerity. I end my note by congratulating the 
entire spectrum of Alumni Welfare Association of Integral University.

President AWAIU
Integral University, Lucknow

Dr. Salman Khan

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE (AWAIU)

 I feel privileged to welcome all the alumnus of Integral University. I take this opportunity to thank the Chancellor, Prof. S.W. 
Akhtar, Pro Chancellor, Dr. Syed Nadeem Akhtar, Vice Chancellor, Prof. Javed Musarrat, Pro Vice Chancellor, Prof. Aqil 
Ahmad, and President AWAIU, Dr. Salman Khan for giving me an opportunity to be associated with the Alumni Welfare 
Association of Integral University (AWAIU) registered under the U.P. Society Registration Act 1860. I am privileged to be a 
part of such an enthusiastic team of AWAIU, connecting our alumni from all across the world and creating a network over the 
boundaries. The excitement of connecting with our alumni is always a cherished moment that we at Integral University look 
forward to. The AWAIU gives a platform to reconnect and relive the golden days. 

As a Vice – President of AWAIU, I believe that we have greater responsibilities of providing mentorship, guidance, and 
motivation by creating a network of alumnus and students. I look forward to your support and experience in reaching out to 
each and every alumni settled in any part of the world. Let us all come together and connect on this platform as responsible 
alumni of Integral University to achieve the truest essence of the vision and mission. I wish you all the very best for your 
future endeavours.
Best Wishes,

VICE-PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE (AWAIU)

Vice-President AWAIU
Integral University, Lucknow

Ms. Halima Sadia
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AWAIU MEMBERS

FACULTY MEMBERSDEPARTMENTS

 

 

Ar. Mohd. Fahad Khan

Dr. Ahmad Faiz Khan

Dr. Mohammad Hayatul Islam

Dr. Priyanka Thapa Manger

Dr. Naseem ahmad

Mr.Syed Mohd Faisal

Er. Md. Akbar

Dr. Sabih Ahmad

Dr. Shabia Subuhi

Dr. Mirza Md. Shadab

Dr. Ayan Mustafa Khan

Dr. Amina Jafri

Ms.Shipra Mishra

Dr. Amna Shamim

Er. Meraj Ansari

Dr. Moiz Akhtar

Dr. Idrees Ahmad Khan

Mrs. Neetu Yadav

Dr. A. M. Inam

Dr. Ranjan Kumar

Ms. Nazish Siddiqui

Ms. Widhilika Singh

Electronics and Comm. Engineering

Architecture

BioEngeneering

BioSciences

BioChemistry, IIMS&R

Chemistry

Computer Application

Computer Science Engineering

Civil Engineering

Education

Electrical Engineering

Environmental Sciences

Physiotherapy

Pharmacy

Physics

Polytechnic 

School of Pharmaceutical Sciences

Languages

Mechanical Engineering

Management

Law

Mathematics

Integral College of Nursing

Dr. Safiullah Khan

Er. Soban Faridi

Dr. Mohammad Ashfaque

Dr. Saba Khan

Dr. Firoz Hassan

Mr. Mohd. Haleem

Er. Muhammed Usman Khan

Er. Anwar Ahmad

Dr. Ali Imam

Er. Akhlaque Ah. Khan

Dr Mohd. Suhaib Kidwai

Dr. Riyazuddin khan

Dr.Sadaf Khan

Dr. Syed Wahaj Mohsin

Er. Abdul Ahad Khan

Dr. Abdul Tayyab Khan

Dr. Nurul Aziz Khan

Ms. Alka Gupta

Dr. Mohd. Javed Iqbal

Dr.Arun kumar

Ms.Tahira Khatoon

Er. Virendra k Maurya

Mr. Asad Ahmad

Dr. Anuradha Shukla

VISION 

The Mission of Alumni Welfare Association of Integral University shall be:
To engineer a flourishing rostrum that fosters interaction among alumni.
To assist the alumni to accomplish their professional and societal objectives.
To cultivate the philanthropic zeal.
To contribute to the university's vision of “Going Global”.
To function as a benevolent association.
To foster ethics and prudent approach in the sphere of Science,  Technology, 
Humanities and Social Sciences for social progress.
To spread awareness about the university and its alumni in the public.
To support the deserving students from various stratas of the society 
particularly the economically challenged section.

MISSION

The Alumni Welfare Association (AWA) of Integral University will be a fountainhead of 
excellence and commitment. The association aspires to accentuate the bonds of solidarity 
that connect the alumni with their alma mater. AWA will be a radiant star that 
illuminates the lives that comes in touch with it by means of its philanthropic endeavors, 
technical vigor and resourcefulness.
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The Alumni Welfare Association of Integral University 
salutes the alumni of Integral University for their 
stunning achievements. The Distinguished Alumni 
Awards 2021 have been divided into the following eight 
categories, and have been finalized by AWAIU.

1. Alumni of the Year-2021  

This award is bestowed on the alumnus/alumna of 
Integral University for his/her overall contribution 
towards their Alma mater.

 

2. Award for Advocacy of Education  

This award is bestowed for dedicated advocacy
of education.

 

3. Societal Impact Award  

This award is bestowed for outstanding public service 
and bringing about societal reforms.

 

4. Award for Research Acumen  

This award is bestowed for outstanding research acumen.  

5. Sportsman of the Year  

This award is bestowed for commendable sportsmanship.  

6. Dynamic Entrepreneur Award  

This award is bestowed for dynamic Entrepreneurship.  

7. Young Achiever Award 

This award is bestowed for remarkable performance in 
industry and gaining new heights in record time.   

8. Professional Excellence Award 

This award is bestowed for extraordinary contribution 
to the professional world.  

 

 

 

  

 

 

Prof. Mohammed Haris Siddiqui

Distinguished Alumni Awards 2021
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Alumni of the Year-2021



Distinguished Alumni Awards 2021 

Award for Advocacy of 
Education 

Prof. Syed Aqeel Ahmad
Ph.D. (Civil Engg.), Class of 2015

Societal Impact Award 
IPS Syed Ali Abbas

B. Tech. ECE, Class of 2010

Award for Research Acumen 
Dr. Mohd Saeed

M.Sc. 2008, Ph.D. 2014

Sportsman of the Year
Er. Ali Haider 

B. Tech. Civil Engg., Class of 2016

Dynamic Entrepreneur Award 
Er. Faiz Siddiqui

B. Tech. Bio-Tech., Class of 2010

Young Achiever Award

B. Tech. ECE, Class of 2017
Er. Rahil Hasan

Professional Excellence Award

B. Tech. I.T., Class of 2011
Er. Vikas Pathak
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Association Chapters

Our Objectives : 
Ÿ To promote the general objectives of Integral university.
Ÿ To rejuvenate friendships made at Integral university and to provide opportunity 

for social interactions among graduates.
Ÿ Provide a link between former students of Integral university and their alma 

mater
Ÿ Provide interest in the university activities among the graduates and others.
Ÿ To provide a rostrum through which the alumni of the university can interact on 

academic and other issues.

USA, United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Nigeria, Delhi & Bangalore

To Connect to these Chapters kindly Contact: +91 9161 434999, alumni@iul.ac.in

Integral University Alumni Association, formally founded in 2006, 
i s  a  t h r i v i n g  a n d  g r o w i n g  g r o u p  o f  a l u m n i  w o r k i n g  t o w a r d s 
nurturing a lifelong relationship between alumni and their alma-mater. 
The association facilitates ways and means of getting connected with 
the university, fellow friends and alumni. The AWAIU invites all the 
alumni to participate and explore the opportunities available right from 
on campus events, to meetings in your own cities, to E-networking, 
and to volunteering in the Association activities. 

INTEGRAL 
UNIVERSITY

Er. Mazid Ali
President, Qatar Chapter

I am greatly inspired and indebted to my alma mater for  feeding  me   the  best   
Engineering  education  and valuable  skills.  Being  a  student  of  Integral  University  has 

been  an enduring investment, aiming towards a new zenith of achievements. Throughout  my  
college  years,  I  have focused  on  learning  and  shaping  myself  to  be proficient, from the  best professors and 
capable instructors. Integral University  furnished  me with  a solid academic foundation and skills which are essential 
for my current responsibilities. I am highly grateful to Integral University's Management, Professors and Staff for their 
cumulative support throughout the four years of my graduation. Their support is not only  limited to the University 
campus, but also in the Alumni Association in Qatar. For all my fellow juniors, these are the  golden  days  of  your  life. 
The lessons of today are going to shape you into the best form you can be tomorrow.

Er. Mohd Farzan
Treasurer, Qatar Chapter 

I am delighted to share my thoughts at this point. My Engineering course kicked-off 
in an unusual way; however, the University was so reassuring and welcoming that 

everything worked out immaculately. This is where I earned satisfactory grades, where I 
met so many wonderful people while making unforgettable memories. It wasn't only the education excellence from 
the professors but proper guidance from the academic advisors. I wouldn't possibly be where I am today without 
those “Eight Semesters” of hardship, fun, failure and success. I will not be able to change things quickly as i have a 
large geographical area to explore. I would like to extend my sincere thanks to the professors of the Department of 
Civil Engineering for their tremendous support. The freshmen, sophomore and the seniors – every aspect of your 
college life is are essential. The quality education at Integral University will improve your self-worth, and help you 
accomplish things that matter the most. Best wishes to you all for a prosperous future.

Er. Babar Khan
Secretary, Qatar Chapter 

A heartfelt welcome to all the alumni and students of IU, I am greatly delighted to address 
you through Qatar chapter, Alumni Welfare Association of Integral University, Doha, 
Qatar.  As General Secretary of the Alumni Association, I consider it an honour to welcome 
you all to this alumni portal. It is indeed my sincere yearning to bring the alumni closer through this medium, and I truly 
believe that Qatar chapter will reconnect all  of  us.  We,  as  the  alumni,  are  the  foremost  brand  ambassadors  and  
can  play  a  vital  role  in  the development  of  our  Alma mater with our ideas and suggestions. We wish to nurture a 
rich culture among the  alumni  which  leads  to  building  a  strong  and connected alumni network.

Qatar Chapter 
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A Mosaic of Events: Qatar Chapter 

Integral University Alumni Association-Qatar Chapter and Aligarh Muslim University Alumni Association-Qatar 
Chapter organized a United Blood Donation Campaign on April 08, 2021 at Hamad Medical Corporation (Qatar)

Friendly Cricket match 
between Integral University 
Alumni Association-Qatar

 Chapter and Aligarh Muslim 
University Alumni 

Association-Qatar Chapter 
was conducted on 

January 22, 2021 at 
APL Ground (Qatar).

Comrade Aliyu M Abubakar 
President, African Students' Association of IU

I greet  you  all  with  the  best  of  salutations  which  is  Assalamu  alaikum 
warahmatullah,  I  deem  it  a great honour and privilege to acknowledge  the efforts   of   

Dr.  Salman  Khan   (President,  Alumni   Welfare   Association  IU) executives and other 
members of this great Association, I must congratulate the Alumni of the university for their 

perennial dedication  and  motivation  at  Integral university while I am  aware  that  the  university  offers  an  ever  
expanding  constellation  of professional courses.  About  30,000  notable  Alumni  who  regularly  contribute  in   any   
way   for   growth   of   their  Alma  mater. At  this point on behalf of all African students I deem it necessary to convey 
my sincere wishes to  Alumni Welfare Association of Integral University (AWAIU)  for  perpetually nourishing  the  
bond  between  the  Alumni  and the Nigerian  students. I feel proud that our alumni  are  active  contributors  to  their  
professions and  among  their  communities around  the  world.  I  believe  the  spirit  of  Integral  university  has  
provided  you  with  the  unwavering foundation  that  will  compliment  your  professional  journey.  As a graduate  of 
Integral  university,  our  alumni  are  our  honoured  and  best  ambassadors.  I  extend  my heartfelt  congratulations  
to  all  the  alumni  of  Integral  university  for  contributing  and   proving   their excellence  by  competing  effectively  
in  a  global  economy.  Finally I wish continued success to all the students of  the  university.

Mr. Gazali Iliyasu 
President, Alumni Welfare Association of  Integral University, Nigeria Chapter 

I'm so grateful and proud to be an alumnus of Integral university and it has been a 
wonderful, emotional and fruitful experience to be a part of it. Thanks to mentors, 
lecturers, professors and friends who have helped me to spread my wings and take my first 
step as a Rad technologist. I  congratulate  all  the  Alumni  members  of  integral  university  for 
contributing and their excellence.

Mr. Hassan Shamsudeen
Secratary, Alumni Welfare Association of Integral University, Nigeria Chapter 

Assalamu Aleikum Warahamatullah I feel proud and deeply  honored  of  my alma 
mater and also for establishing this tradition to stay in contact. I  want to use this 

opportunity to praise the multiple roles played by  each  member  of  this association from 
the advocates , doctors, scientists,engineers teachers, etc I would also like to appreciate all the 

efforts that are done by you all for the development of our association and alma mater. 

Nigeria Chapter
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A Mosaic of Events: Nigeria Chapter 

In this challenging phase of pandemic our alumni are the torch bearers for others. They have come forward and 
extended their services for the good of the entire community. Their generosity is beyond excellence. They 
have launched various charitable programs and made relentless efforts to reach out and help the needy. They 
have supplied oxygen cylinders, oxygen concentrators, edible items, monetary support and other basic 
amenities with an open hand. We salute the heroes who have exhibited extraordinary courage and dedication in 
the face of widespread death and disease.

Er. Mohd. Ovais R Khan, B.Tech. C.S.E, Class of 2017

Mr. Kamil Khan, Diploma in Civil Engineering, Class of 2020

Er. Abdul Saboor, B.Tech. Mechanical Engg. , Class of 2014

Philanthropic Zeal
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Er. Shadab Abedin

Alumnus of the Department of ECE (2009-2013) 
working as an Embedded S/W Systems Engineer
at TE connectivity India -Bangalore

Interaction Dated October 04, 2020

SPOTLIGHTING THE TORCHBEARERS

Our Alumni community mentored and motivated the  students during the global pandemic. They were the guiding stars 
amidst the gloom and darkness of widespread medical crises. They extended support by interacting with the students and by 
sharing their valuable experience and success stories. Our Alumni have laid the milestones of success for future generations 
of students from Integral University. The ideas, resources and wisdom of the alumni greatly inspired the current students and 
prepared them for the professional world. The alumni came from a myriad of work backgrounds and their knowledge was 
indeed versatile and massive.

Dr. Huzaifa Bilal

Alumnus of the Department of Pharmacy (2007-2011)
working as a Senior Specialist, Monitoring & Evaluation
at Uttar Pradesh Technical Support Unit- IHAT

Interaction Dated September 19, 2020   

Dr. Shivendra Pratap Singh

Alumnus of the Department of Education (B.Ed, M.Ed & Ph.D 2005-2015)
working as an Associate Professor

Interaction Dated September 30, 2020

Er Safwan Khan

Alumnus of the Department of Electrical Engineering (2015-2019)
working as a IoT Developer

at St. Paul's School, London, United Kingdom

Interaction Dated February 21, 2021

Er. Prashant Yadav

Alumnus of the Department of Electronics and Instrumentation (2009-2013)
working as an Entrepreneur in Australia

Interaction Dated February 21, 2021

Er. Syed Sharjeel Imam

Alumnus of the Department of Electrical Engineering (2013-2017)
Pursuing MS 
at Sapienza University Rome, Italy

Interaction Dated February 21, 2021  

Er. Salman Khan

Alumnus of the Department of Civil Engg. (2010 - 2014)
working as an Assistant Planning Manager
at Paradigm Realty

Interaction Dated February 13, 2021
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Er. Mohammad Sadaq Abbas

Alumnus of the Department of Mechanical Engineering (2014 -2018)
working as a Technical Engineer
at NAFFCO, FZCO, Dubai

Interaction Dated February 26, 2021 

Er. Arshil Jah

Alumnus of the Department of Civil Engg. (2010 - 2014)
working as a Civil Engineer

at Catalpa Group, Perth, Western Australia

Interaction Dated April 26, 2021

Ms. Pooja Kushwaha

Alumna of the Department of Biotechnology (M.Sc. 2008-2010) 
working as an Entrepreneur & Image Coach

at nazzakatworld.com

Interaction Dated July 27, 2021

Dr. Anupam Dhasmana

Alumnus of the Department of  Biotechnology (M.Tech & Ph.D 2010 -2015) 
working as a Research Associate  
at Indian Council of Medical Research, USA

Interaction Dated February 26, 2021

Dr. Aiza Usmani

Alumna of the Department of English/Languages (Ph.D. 2016-2020)
working as a Soft skills and Aptitude Trainer

at iNurture Education Solutions

Interaction Dated August 27, 2021

Er. Mohd Anas Siddiqui

Alumnus of the Department of Mechanical Engg. (2004-2008)
working as an NVH CAE ENGINEER
at Suzuki motors corporation, Japan

Interaction Dated August 21, 2021

Ms. Anugya Mittra

Alumna of the Department of Chemistry (M.Sc. Industrial Chemistry 2006 -2008)
working as a Public Speaker 

Interaction Dated August 24, 2021  

Dr. Shrawan 

Alumnus of the Department of Chemistry (M.Sc. 2008-2010)
working as an Entrepreneur &  Academic Advisor 

Interaction Dated August 21, 2021
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Er. Ahmad Faraz

Alumnus of the Department of Civil Engg. (2007-2011) 
Director, Hotspot Construction

Interaction Dated September 23, 2021

Dr. Prateek Singh

Alumnus of the Department of B.P.Th. (2005-2009)
working as a Freelancer

 (Consultant Quality & Improvement)

Interaction Dated September 11, 2021

Er. Abdul Qadir Khan

Alumnus of the Department of Civil Engg. (2011-2015) 
working as an Assistant Manager- Planning & Billing
at Unique India Constructions Pvt. Ltd.

Interaction Dated August 28, 2021

Er. Tanweerul Mustafa

Alumnus of the Department of Computer Science & Engg. (2008-2012)
working as a Senior Engineer
at Phillips India Pvt. Ltd.

Interaction Dated August 28, 2021

Er. Faiz Siddiqui

Alumnus of the Department of Biotechnology (2006-2010)
Director, Mitti Se

Interaction Dated September 29, 2021

Dr. Ashish Kumar Upadhyay

Alumnus of the Department of Education (Ph.D. 2019)
working as an Associate Professor

at Gautam Buddha Degree College, Lucknow 

Interaction Dated October 08, 2021

Er. Abdul Saboor

Alumnus of the Department of Mechanical Engg. (2010-2014)
working as a HVEC Engineer
at SGPGI

Interaction Dated September 25, 2021
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At the very outset I would like to express my exuberant thanks to 
the Integral family. I extend warm regards to my department, the 
Department of Civil Engineering, which 
has helped me greatly in my success. 

My experience at this temple of learning was very different and has 
led me to explore and learn new things in terms of personal and 
professional aspects. Various co-curricular activities encouraged 
my confidence and leadership skills. Attending the cultural fest, 
FIESTA was always a memorable experience which helped me to 

understand my potential and participate in numerous activities. The aura of the University has always been positive and has 
motivated us to pursue our dreams. 

The cordial relationship between the faculty and the students has helped me and other students to excel on the professional 
fronts. My academic life has been enriched by the student-friendly atmosphere of Integral university. 

I will always be grateful to IU for giving me a multi-dimensional learning experience.

Er. S.C. Kannaujia
M. Tech. Civil Class of 2018
Chief Project Manager 
Kanpur Metro Project
UP Metro Rail Corporation, UP

S eS et s t s oorriiS et s oriS sS su s u s cccceeS su s cce

The skills that I gained while at IU helped me a lot as an 
engineering student and help me still as an Engineer, I have 
always been quite shy and timid, but the time I spent at this 
institute whipped me into shape, somewhat IU taught me to have 
confidence in myself and go for what I want, not just academically 
but socially too. I am full of gratitude to my alma mater, Integral 
University for all that it has provided me, and for what it has made 
me. I'm where I am solely because of the knowledge gained at the 
University and due to the values it inculcated in me. My sincere 
advice for the newbies of IU is that they must prioritize their tasks 
that they'll get in future what they'll yearn for at this stage. 
Secondly, they must always be ready to face new challenges and 
concentrate on practical things.

Er. Mohd. Nehal
B.Tech. Mechanical Engineering

Class of 2010
Ministry Of Defence & Aviation- K.S.A

Mechanical Engineer
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Shreya (B.Tech Biotechnology, batch of 2010) is 
currently working as an Assistant Professor  in  the  
D e p a r t m e n t   o f  P h a r m a c e u t i c s  a n d 
Pharmaceutical Chemistry at the University of 
Utah, USA. Prior to that she was a Research 
Investigator at MD Anderson Cancer Center and 
completed her Ph.D. in Materials Science and 
Engineering from the University of Wisconsin-
Madison. Shreya's research program  focusses  on  
the  use  and development of molecular imaging 
and nanobiotechnology tools to refine the way we 
visualize, treat and manage cancer and other 
diseases. Her lab (https://imagingnano labs.com/) 
implements cutting-edge technologies, with the 
goal to: 1) enable biology-guided modulation of 
the disease microenvironment to convert non-
responders to responders, and 2), guide rational 
design of effective and innovative therapies; 
which are poised to have an outstanding impact on 

biological and medical sciences. So far, she has published > 60 papers in journals such as Science Advances, ACS Nano, 
Advanced Materials, Journal of Nuclear Medicine, Nano Letters, among others. She has won multiple fellowships and awards 
for her scholarship and research. Most recently, she was named among the SNMMI Ones to Watch list, which recognizes 30 
early career researchers worldwide with the potential to shape the fields of nuclear medicine and molecular imaging. Among 
her other academic activities, she serves as an as Associate Editor for the Journal of Nanobiotechnology (Impact Factor: 10.4), 
reviewer for multiple journals, international conferences and grants agencies, is actively involved with different molecular 
imaging societies in various capacities, and is passionate about mentoring students from diverse backgrounds.  Shreya firmly 
believes that – It is better to live your own life imperfectly, than to live an imitation of someone else's perfectly. You have one 
life, do not waste it living someone else's dream. When you do what you love, it becomes easier to persevere in the face of 
adversity. So, find what you love, and remain committed to your growth, your dreams, your passion, whatever that may be. 
And in the end, the dots will connect. 

 Dr. Shreya Goel
B.Tech Biotechnology 
Class of 2010
Assistant Professor 
Department of Pharmaceutics and 
Pharmaceutical Chemistry at the 
University of Utah, USA

S eS et s t s oorriiS et s oriS sS su s u s cccceeS su s cce

A successful outcome, a fulfilling journey, a life-changing 
experience… Those are the stories being written by students and 
alumni of Integral University every day. The leaders of tomorrow don't 
just choose IU for quality education, they are here to make a difference, 
and create their own chapter in history.

Few years ago, Mohammed Nayeem landed his dream job as Food 
Safety Auditor with NSF International, Michigan, USA and travelled 7 
Asian countries to explore the food safety practices in Asia and North 
Africa. As someone who is passionate about food and the environment, 
he made it his goal to work in this sector.

His advice to new students of Integral University is to develop good 
learning habits as early as possible. “IU provides opportunities to 
acquire life skills, but students need to take them seriously. Developing good habits early is essential for success at higher 
level of education and the work place.” Despite many accolades, Nayeem has no plan to curtail his work or his ambition. “I 
have great drive and ambition for never-ending growth and want to be able to separate the money from the drive. My goal is 
always to be better than I was a year ago and contribute to my community more than what I did last year” he said.
Nayeem has a strong desire to collaborate with Integral University to extend his efforts towards job placement and personality 
development programs for the students.

Er. Mohd. Nayeem
B.Tech. Biotechnolgy 

Class of 2012
Food Safety Auditor

NSF International, Michigan, USA 
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B.Tech- Mechanical Class of 2013
Procurement Engineer
Takyeef Electromechanical

Er. Abdul Mohamin Alvi

I am thankful to Integral University because it gave me 
joyful and unforgettable college days. It allowed me to gain 
experience from some of the best teachers, gave me the 
chance to enhance my inner potential, and introduced me to 
new friends. It is because of the University that I developed 
more confidence, received a lot of knowledge, and came 
across amazing people, who turned out to be my friends. IU 
showed me that the world is full of possibilities. Its 
curriculum gave me a life skill that I will always treasure. 
Today, being successful I realize the importance of 
following their guidance and advice that led me to this 

respectable position. I thank every mentor from the bottom of my heart for never letting me down. I will always appreciate 
their efforts. I am really blessed to have such teachers and mentors in my life from whom I learned a lot and implemented 
those advice to make my future bright. My experience at INTEGRAL UNIVERSITY has taught me one fundamental thing – 
life is unpredictable. It might be good, it might be bad, it might be weird, and it might not interest you, but apart from all this, 
it's a perfect blend of joy and hardships. You meet different people, you interact with them, you learn about their cultures and 
grow as a person. Dear Juniors, always believe in yourself. You have the ability to do any kind of work whatever it might be, 
easy or tough. Just be confident and work hard to achieve your goals and try to learn from every little thing & always 
remember that no one could be wiser than you. You are certainly going to succeed in your life just remember the lessons learnt 
at this University.

Er. Faizan Ahmad
B.Tech. +M.Tech. (Biotechnology of 2012)
Chief Embryologist, Indira IVF Hospital 

Always be ready for new challenges and concentrate on 
practical things. I am full of gratitude to my alma mater, 
Integral University for all that it has provided me, and for 
what it has made me. I'm where I am solely because of the 
knowledge gained at the University and due to the values it 
inculcated in me. My sincere advice for the newbie's of IU 
is that they must prioritize their tasks as they'll get in future 
what they'll yearn for at this stage. Secondly, they must 
always be ready to face new challenges and concentrate on 
practical things.

Diploma in Civil Engineering
Class of 2014
Health & Environment Engineer
Hyundai Engineering Company (HEC)

Er. Asfan Saeed Khan

It is impossible to guarantee anything, All you can do is to calculate the 
possibilities. My life seems to revolve around this idea. Coming from a 
group of students who never had a plan, I have lived my life applying for 
medical and law schools. Regardless of the weather or whether or not my 
prior knowledge supported a decision, I have always calculated and updated 
my possibilities according to what new information I have obtained. One 
example is that I applied for the BUMS medical course, as well as other 
courses related to medical care in Delhi and NCR. As a child, all I knew was 
that I wanted to do science because I felt miserable doing anything else. 
Fortunately, I came to Lucknow after my father was transferred to the ministry of science. I enrolled at Integral University for 
my civil diploma course. My passion for engineering didn't start at birth, but I gradually learned and gained knowledge. I 
currently work for Hyundai Engineering & Almuftah group Qatar and I am pursuing a PhD in environmental engineering. I 
was an average student in the University, but one day our HOD Shadab sir told me to focus on myself, or else i will land 
nowhere. After that, I decided to pursue something different. Since getting my diploma, I have been working as well as 
studying simultaneously to boost my career and degree, because I believe that without a degree you are nothing, and without 
knowledge also you are nothing. As a quality health safety environment engineer (QHSE), I am working in the oil & gas 
industry from past 6 years. It was an honor to study at Integral University and to learn such wonderful things.

Integral University gave me unforgettable 
student years.Getting to know amazing 
people and the best teachers and memorable 
lectures from professors. Thanks to Integral 
University, I have more confidence now, 
received a lot of knowledge and have 
gained several friends! I am thankful to 
Integral University for giving us favorable 
conditions for successful personal growth 
and giving us opportunities to take part in a 
large number of extracurricular activities.

MCA Class of 2012
Quality Analyst
Vessel Health

Ms. Shagufta Naseem
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MCA Class of 2013
Programmer at AKTU 

Ms. Sadiqa Kouser

You may get knowledge from world's best institutions, but here at IU they try 
to make you a better human; a person who can be an asset  to  the world.  
Learning is a never ending process. But if you get mentor who can get the best 
out of you even at your worst ,is something you will rarely find.

B.Tech- Biotechnology
Class of 2011
Area Manager Nutrition
Nestlé India Ltd.

Er. Syed Faraz Abbas

The Institution has really helped me prepare 
myself for the professional world outside. 
Along with excellent education given by 
faculty members, the culture of the 
University helped me gradually build my 
knowledge, communication & other 
interpersonal skill sets, which were 
required to excel in outside world. Integral 
University forever, Gratitude!

Mr. Hisham Mohd Ajmal

Future of a person is built on two bases; one is his 
parents and the other is his educational institution. 
University days are more transformational than 
school days. I am very thankful to all my teachers 
as they are the reason after Almighty for what I am 
now. Integral University's days are unforgettable 
and have the most contribution in my career, 
beside the regular course, through its seminars, 
sport activities, and festivals. The qualities we 
earned throughout this journey has been reflected 

in some way or the other and has proven the quality of education and discipline we have 
received from IU. What strengthens this relation is an exceptional desire to be always 
connected with Integral University by any mean or mode, and my wish is to give my 
department and faculty members my time, respect, and support.

MCA Class of 2010
Project Manager
Royal Embassy of Saudi Arabia 

Ph.D. (Education) Class of 2019
Associate Professor
Gautam Buddha Degree College 
Lucknow

Dr. Ashish Kumar Upadhyay 

With the objectives of providing educated, skilled and valued citizens to the society, 
Integral university was established in a semi-rural area, in a tranquil green 
environment which is congenial for providing peace to body and mind. The 
University has well built and managed infrastructure along with the team of highly 
qualified and dedicated teaching and non- teaching staff to provide best of learning 
experiences to the students. Besides providing various job oriented and skill 
development courses to the students, the University runs guidance counselling cell, 
students grievance cell, placement cell,anti - ragging cell, alumni association, sports club, music club, gym centre, 
scholarship schemes,NCC, welfare schemes for disabled, etc. to cater to various needs of the students. During the pandemic, 
the University arranged online classes for its students in a very effective manner. In its endeavour to ensure competence at all 
levels of education, IU intends to maintain high standards in terms of teaching - learning, faculty and infrastructure. I wish all 
the good luck to the students who  are  taking  admission  in  this  university as the  students  are  the  real  torch  bearers  and 
legacy holders of any institution. I would also like to congratulate all the students of this university on stepping into an 
institution which is 'Built by Excellence and Backed by Experience'. I wish that the university will scale new heights of  Glory in 
its onward march. Best Wishes!

Integral University gave me 
u n f o r g e t t a b l e  s t u d e n t 
years.Getting to know amazing 
people and the best teachers and 
memorab l e  l e c tu r e s  f rom 
professors. Thanks to Integral 
University,  I  have  more 
confidence now, received a lot of 

knowledge and have gained several friends! I am thankful to Integral University for 
giving us favorable conditions for successful personal growth and giving us 
opportunities to take part in a large number of extracurricular activities.

Mr. Noorul Huda Siddiqi
BBA Class of 2013
Assistant Manager
Al Sharif Group 
WLL - Kingdom of Bahrain
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B.Tech ECE Class of 2015
IT Analyst
Tata Consultancy Services

Er. Anshu Dixit

World today requires solutions which are easy to implement, can be 
implemented indigenously, focus on the masses and are futuristic. We should 
focus on constantly upskilling ourselves, be better at task management and be 
willing to take that extra step in order to show our willingness to serve. There are 
numerous opportunities opening up in the digital world, so keep learning so that 
newer opportunities open up for you each day. All the very best for your future!

Learning is a never ending process and the one who keeps learning, keeps 
growing. Once we have worked in a specific domain for some years we ought to 
set ourselves in our comfort zone, any change them makes us vulnerable. If you 

realize that this is happening then that is the red signal to stop, think and set the ball rolling for a change. Never stay in your 
comfort zone, keep looking out for learning something new, challenging your own boundaries, this will make you stronger, 
smarter and future ready. Remember to learn, unlearn, relearn and then apply, meaning you should always be ready to break 
your notions and upgrade yourself with the latest things in the market. Best wishes for your future!

Thank you for giving me the ability to 
look forward, something that used to 
scare me. In fact, the unknown has 
always been a real fear for me. I like 
having a plan and knowing what the future holds, but you taught me that 
sometimes the best surprises in life are-well, surprises. Some opportunities can't 
be planned. So thank you for giving me the strength and confidence to be bold to 
take those opportunities when they arose. Thank you for giving me the courage to 
face the fear of failure. Believe me, I have experienced my fair share of failures. 
Now I understand that failure is not something to be ashamed of, but should be 
celebrated because that means I tried, and I know how to improve next time. 
Thank you for giving me the positive and optimistic atmosphere you offered to 
help me grow. Never did I feel alone or unimportant to you. I was never just an account number on a computer screen or a 
number in classroom. I had value and you recognized that in me.

B.Tech in Civil Engineering
Class of 2018
Civil Engineer
Al Hadara, Doha, Qatar

Er. Abiha Haider

B. Tech (CSE) Class of 2017
Associate Consultant
Ultragenic Research and Technologies Pvt Ltd

Er. Saif Ali Khan

It's been 4 years since I left my Alma Mater, Integral University but still all the 
memories are vivid and lessons learned are helpful. I am really thankful to the 
University and its faculty. I wish luck and success for all students who are actually 
in verge of stepping into a new world.

I would like to inform the alumni and the present students of IU about 
Pharmacovigilance, and a Technical Career. A career in Pharmacovigilance is 
exciting with a well defined career path. The growth is fast which eventually leads 
to managerial and director roles with good pay packages. Abbreviated as PV or 
PhV, Pharmacovigilance is the science relating to the detection, assessment, understanding and prevention of adverse 
effects, particularly long term and short term side effects of medicines. Generally speaking, it is the science of collecting, 
monitoring, researching, assessing and evaluating information from healthcare providers and patients on the adverse effects 
of medications, biological, herbalism and traditional medicines with a view to: Identifying new information about hazards 
associated with medicines Preventing harm to the patients. Pharmacovigilance is a great career option for life science 
pharmacy graduates and CS/IT graduates. It is a scientific discipline that is primarily concerned with reporting and analyzing 
of drug side effects. But in recent times with emerging of domain in India and across the world, there is a very high demand of 
CS/IT professionals in the market providing exceptional economical growth and learning new technologies to enhance your 
skill set. In India, there are many companies providing technical services and building new software's for Core PV 
companies like Novartis, Cognizant, Tata Consultancy Services, Quintiles, Ultragenic Research Technologies Private 
Limited and more. These companies are   evolving   with   new   technologies   like   Cloud   Computing,   Machine   
Learning   and   Artificial   Intelligence    

I am thankful to IU for the quality 
education I received throughout 
my years of study and for the fact 
that the pedagogues gave us the 
desire to study and the ability to 
apply knowledge in practice. IU 
not only gave me an invaluable 
wealth  of  knowledge,  but  also 

offered the opportunity to work on research and develop myself in various fields.

B. Tech Mechanical class of 2010
Mechanical Design Engineer
Saudi Railway Company SAR

Er. Mohammad Kashif

to innovate and provide new paradigm to IU industry.
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MCA Class of 2020
Cyber Security DevOps Lead
Tata Consultancy Services

Mr. Aun Mohammad Kidwai

To Integral University and my fellow students, As an alumnus, I believe I've spent a 
lot of time looking back at what I have learned from Integral University, and for good 
reasons I feel blessed to have experienced that. What an exciting journey, those five 
years have been. With late night study groups in the hostel, early morning sessions to 
finish assignments, and the feeling of pure happiness after turning in an assignment 
that took forever to finish. Reminiscing on the good, and even the bad times, is a 
beautiful, often bittersweet experience. But something that I learned from Integral 
University that was not in the curriculum was the ability to look forward, something 
that scares almost everyone. In fact, the unknown is not something to be feared but to 
be excited about. Not everything can be planned and surprises are often better than we 
expect. Some opportunities can't be planned. So thank you for giving me the courage 
to be bold and take those opportunities when they arose. Thank you for pushing me 
and believing in me. Thank you for not letting me hold myself back for the fear of 

failure. Not all results came back with flying colours and not all assignments were straight 'A's. Now I understand that failure 
is not something to be ashamed of but are opportunities for us to grow and skill up. What a wonderful community Integral 
University has offered to help thousands of students to grow and feel important. Thank you for holding me accountable, in 
more ways than one. Thank you for teaching me what “business casual” is and how much work it is to organise an event. 
Thank you for my confidence both as a student and as a valuable member of the society. Thank you for teaching me how to be a 
leader and a follower. Thank you for the memories you have given me. If I could go back to the very first day I arrived at the 
campus and stand next to the boy who was me, I would envy him, as he is about to begin the most exciting journey of his life. 
And certainly, I wouldn't ask him to change a thing.

B.Tech. Bio Tech. Class of 2009
Analyser Maintenance Engineering
Qatar Gas

Er. Syed Qaem Mehdi Rizvi

I Congratulate AWAIU for bringing all the alumni together. I wish that you be 
successful in all your pursuits. I feel nostalgic on seeing the annual magazine - 
kaleidoscope. It reminds me of my golden days at IU were i studied hard and lived 
my life to the fullest devoid of any tension or pressure. I wish my juniors all the 
best and pray that they too succeed in their future endeavors.    

B. Tech. Mechanical Engineering
Class of 2014
Working in SGPGI as an HVAC Engineer
and Founder of NGO Madad Karona

Er. Abdul Saboor

Alumni is the greatest strength of an organization and IU has been blessed 
with a very strong and connected alumni network. It will be an honor to 
have our alumni come forward and associate themselves with MADAD 
KARONA in the best possible way. MKN aims to become an organization 
for helping humanity, extending support and provide resources to those 
who need help and educate people to create a sustainable environment 
around us. The organization will work in every sphere which needs 
financial support and intellectual development like - education of children, 
women issues and empowerment, health awareness camps, food drives, essentials drive and many more areas affecting our 
society. Our special focus will be on the senior citizens, orphans and youth programs because these three segments are key to a 
happy and healthy society. We at Madad Karona believe in working relentlessly for the comprehensive development of each 
individual that needs help. With the support and guidance of IU's alumni, MKN will be able to carry forward the core values, 
inspire selfless people around us to join hands for the noble cause and make this world a better place to live in.

First of all, I would like to thank 
INTEGRAL UNIVERSITY, LUCKNOW 
for helping me reach the position where I 
am right now. All the credit of my success 
goes to this university. It helped me alot to 
improve my skills, knowledge and also to 
become a noble human being. I feel 
extremely blessed to have had such 
supportive faculty and friends. 2017-2020 
was the best part of my learning journey. 

Special thanks to my HOD, DEAN and Department of Management Studies for always 
being there for me and always guiding me towards achieving my goal.

B.Com. Honours
Class of 2020
Business Process Associate Trainee
Tata Consultancy Services 

Mr. Shan Afzal Khan
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MCA Class of 2016
Developer
Tata Consultancy Services

Ms. Amisha Jauhri

I miss my college days. I had spent great time at Integral 
University. I would like to thank all the professors especially 
Faisal sir, Kalam sir, Haleem sir, Wajih sir , Sara ma'am etc. 
(Sorry for not mentioning all the names). I owe my success to 
Integral University, to all my professors & to my parents. Thank 
you.

B. Tech. CSE Class of 2014
Senior Developer 
Wander Innovation

Er. Zishan Mohsin

Thank you Integral University for a 
w o n d e r f u l  s t u d e n t - a t h l e t e 
experience! Keep building the 
champions of tomorrow. Specially 
thanks to the faculty of Electronics, 
who showed me the path of learning 
and success. Teachers became 
mentors and helped me at every stage 
of my life. Walking on to the rowing 
team was one of the toughest and best 

things I've ever done. You've helped me to become a strong, hardworking and determined 
person in everything that I do. As always. University days were the golden days of my life. I 
am proud to be an Integralite.

My advice to the students of IU- 1. Basic of any 
programming language is very important. 2. Data 
structure and algorithm will give you plus point 
in your carrier. 3. Focus on real implementation 
along with the course study. For example, if you 
are reading Java/Python or any other language in 
the semester, then do its real implementation also. 
This will give you confidence in both interview 

Er. Mohammad Shadab Abedin
B. Tech. ECE Class of 2013
Embedded Software Engineer 
Project Owner
TE Connectivity

and in the industry.

BCA Class of 2017
System Engineer
Tata Consultancy Services

Mr. Owais Aftab

Thank you so much dear 
teachers of IU for all that 
you've done for me over the 
years. I am now able to have 

a successful life after college because of your help and belief in me. Your 
encouragement and faith in me has led me to have a successful life.

MCA Class of 2012
Post Doctoral Researcher
Yeungnam University, South Korea

Mr. Alam Nawaz

become stronger and motivated citizens of the country.

Thank you for the amazing family, wonderful memories, and lessons that you 
taught me over my 3 years stay on the campus. Walking onto the rowing team was 
one of the toughest and best things I've ever done. You've helped me to become a 
strong, hardworking and determined person in everything that I do.

Say no to Impossible! Don't think and say it is impossible without being a part of 
any task. So, it is your duty to first try and if fail then learn lessons from your 
failure and don't repeat them. That's the sprit that is needed to   

There is no limit to what one can 
achieve. The only thing required is 
d e d i c a t i o n ,  p a t i e n c e  a n d 
perseverance. This is true for any 
career option which you choose, 
you have to be sincere towards your 
work. Please value the hard owned 
money and emotions of your 
parents as it is very tough for them 
to keep their children away from 
them just for the sake of studies. 
Please value every single second of your's and make judicious use of it as it won't 
come back. Thank you and all the best for your future endeavours.

B. Tech. M. E., Class of 2014
Municipal Executive Officer

Bihar Public Service Commission

Md. Osama ibn Mansoor
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We at Integral University are thoroughly indebted to you all for your selfless dedication and commitment in supporting the 
Integral University family. We have more than 32K members. All the members of the alumni association are like the vibrant 
and illuminating colors of a mandala. Pixel by pixel the canvas of alumni association is covered by the relentless service of 
our alumni community. Like a river in spate the services and motivation offered by the alumni reach their alma mater and 
nurture it. 

“The best time to be grateful is always."

Er. Sanjeev Baranwal

B.Tech. C.S.E Class of 2002
Database Lead
IBM Bangalore

Er. Afzal Ahmad

B.Tech. Electronics Engg.
Class of 2003

Senior Manager
Airports Authority of India

Syed Faraz Abbas

B.Tech- Biotechnology
Class of 2011

Area Manager Nutrition
Nestlé India Ltd.

Mr. Manas Gupta

MCA 
Class of 2011

Associate Manager, 
CDM Programming PPD

Er. Vikas Pathak

B.Tech. I.T. Class of 2011
Lead- Intelligent cloud & 

Infrastructure security 
Accenture Solutions

Er. Md. Ammar Ghanee

B.Tech. Mechanical Class of 2013
Mechanical Enginner 

( Facilities managment MEP)
Galfar Al Misnad 

(Project - Qatar University)

B.Tech. Civil
Class of 2014
Civil Engineer

Stantec UK Limited 

Er. Yasser Ahmad Er. Rahil Hasan

B. Tech. E.C.
Class of 2017
Sr. Manager

BYJU's

Er. Md. Shahrukh Khan

Diploma+ B.tech-Mechanical
Class of 2020

Technical Engg.
Buildings Operation

Everlasting Ties of Solidarity

Dr. Sabih Ahmad
Integral University, Lucknow always wants to involve their Alumni in furthering 
scientific research and education as well as cultural and social activities. It is 
because of the continuous support and guidance of the Hon'ble Chancellor and 
Founder of this prestigious university Professor S.W. Akhtar and our dynamic 
Pro-Chancellor Dr. Syed Nadeem Akhtar that today Integral University is one of 
the renowned universities of the world.We have a versatile Alumni committee and 
our alumni are doing quite well in a variety of fields in both government & private 
sectors and at the international level. Our Alumni are doing exceptionally well in 
academics and research fields. I convey my best wishes to the alumni community.

Dr. Asma Farooque

Integral University is not only my alma mater but a place which gave me  varied 
opportunities to grow and excel as a person. My learning expedition was 
strengthened by the support of my colleagues and staff members. My best wishes to 
all integralites.

Prof. Syed Hasan Saeed
Connecting people is one of the strengths of a great university. Integral university 
is one such university that lays utmost emphasis on the connection between the 
alumni community and their alma mater. Apart from academics and activities we 
at Integral nurture every student with care and affection, so as to bring out the best 
in them. This university has given numerous acclaimed personalities to the world, 
and to this day remains one of  the most prestigious universities of the country. I 
bestow my best wishes to the alumni association for their magazine. Hope you all 
scale new heights and win more accolades for your alma mater.

Faculty Articulates
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Dr. Safiullah Khan

Alumni are the reflection as well as the ambassadors of their alma mater. Being 
from the senior most batch and stationed at Integral University I hope to see you all 
and welcome you  to your alma mater. I convey my heartfelt wishes to you and 
your family. I urge you to keep this alumni network strong and request you to never 
forget your roots.

Dr. Shish Ahmad
I am very happy to convey this message as being a part of Integral University 
Alumni Association our shared experiences that connect all of us in an 
extraordinary way. The main aim of the Association is to promote close relations 
between the University and its Alumni and promote the interest of the Alumni in 
the affairs of the University. AWAIU also ensures that programmes are initiated 
and developed for the benefit of the Alumni and the University, and to assist the 
University in its development and pursuit of academic excellence. The Alumni 
Association can help you stay connected to those friends and to the vast resources 
available here, from the faculty that taught and guided you.

Dr. Naimur Rahman Kidwai
Alumni are peer & guiding light for students and sense of pride for the faculty.  
Alumni are always a very powerful resource for the university and its students. 
Alumni as a role model & mentor help students to strive for achievement. They can 
touch the lives of the students in a number of ways by encouraging them and 
supporting them in achieving their career objectives. I request our alumni to 
volunteer for adopting one student each as a mentor.  I wish that our alumni keep 
on achieving success in their career. They serve their alma mater, the society and 
the nation at large with their extraordinary skills. 

Faculty Articulates
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Distinguished Alumni visiting their Alma Mater
Alumni Welfare Association of Integral University conducts Alumni Visits to their Alma Mater for the 
academic year 2020-2021. The motive of Alumni visits and programs is to serve as an incredible opportunity for 
students and alumni to come together and interact with each other. They share their experiences and guide the 
students in their future prospects.

A Walk Down Memory Lane 
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L-R: Dr. Salman Khan (President AWAIU), Er. Gaurav Sharma 
(ECE-2004) Principal Research Scientist-Digital India Corporation 
(Min of Electronics and IT, Govt of India) with his wife
Visit Date: January 23,2021 

L-R: Er. Daud (Alumnus), Dr. Salman Khan (President-AWAIU) and 
Er. Rahil Hassan (Alumnus) Visit Date: February 22, 2021
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L-R: Sulekhika Bhaskar (Alumna) Laboratory Superintendent at 
Railway Hospital, NF Railway Assam, Dr. Salman Khan 
(President-AWAIU) Visit Date: May 31, 2021

L-R: Dr. Salman Khan (President AWAIU), Dr. Danish Iqbal Khan, Ph.D. (Biotechnology-
2015) Assistant Professor Al Majma'ah, Saudi Arabia Visit Date: June 30, 2021

L-R: Dr. Salman Khan (President IUAA), Mr. Benjamin Siddiqui M.Sc.(Chemistry-2008) (Laboratory Specialist, Ministry of Public health-
Qatar), & Dr. Naseem Ahmad (Ass. Professor Chemistry-Department) Visit Date: July 10, 2021

L-R: Dr. Salman Khan (President AWAIU), 
Er. Mohammad Umar Khan, B.Tech. (CSE-2017) 
Product Software Engineer Klay Capital
Visit Date: June 30, 2021
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L-R: Er. Ali Saad (Coordinator Alumni Association) & 
Er. Himanshu Ranjan (CSE-2013) Manager Reliance Jio
Visit Date: July 27, 2021
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L-R: Dr. Salman Khan (President AWAIU), Mr. Manas Gupta 
(BCA Class of 2011) with his family Visit Date: July 31, 2021

L-R: Dr. Salman Khan (President AWAIU), 
Er. Haroon Jamal Khan (B.Tech CSE Class of 2013)
Visit Date: Aug 18, 2021

A Group meet with the MCA Alumni Class of 2007 Hemant Kumar Singh, Ahmad Imran Khan, Hisham Mohd Ajmal, Mohd. Shadab, 
Dr. Salman Khan (President-AWAIU), Dr. Mohd. Faisal (HOD-C.A. Dept.), Khalid Jamal, Akhil Kumar, Mohd. Ashad

Visit Date: Aug 14, 2021 

L-R: Dr. Salman Khan (President-AWAIU), Mr. Mohammad Adil Safvi (Class of 2010), Dr. Amit Goel (Ass. Professor Dept of Management).
Visit Date: September 15, 2021
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Dr. Salman Khan (President-AWAIU) & Mr. Ghazali Sami (Deputy Director- Outreach) with Ar. Renuka Tripathi, Alumna, Integral University 
(B.Arch-1999-2004), currently working as an IRPS Officer in Ministry of Railways.  Visit Date: September 13, 2021

 Mr. Ghazali Sami (Deputy Director- Outreach) & Dr. Salman Khan (President-AWAIU) with 
Er. Noorin Bux, Alumna, Integral University (B.Tech. EE-1998-2002), currently working as a 
Deputy Secretary in the Ministry of Health & Family Welfare.Visit Date: September 14, 2021

L-R: Er. Muhammed Usman Khan (Ass. 
Professor Department of C.S.E.), Er. Ali Saad 
(Coordinator-AWAIU), Mohd. Adil Khan 
(Class of 2013).Visit Date: September 14, 2021

L-R: Dr. Salman Khan (President- 
AWAIU), Er. Faraz Yusuf Khan 

(Class of 2019).
Visit Date: September 21, 2021

AWAIU cemented the bonds of solidarity 
with the President of the Nigerian Alumni 

Association Chapter at Jaipur
Visit Date: September 26, 2021

L-R: Dr. Salman Khan (President- AWAIU), Er. Rahul (Class of 2018).
Visit Date: September 22, 2021

Certificate of Excellence Awarded to Integral Institute of Medical Sciences & Research ( IIMS&R) for its 
contribution towards Covid Management

Amid the COVID 19 pandemic, Integral Institute of Medical Sciences and Research (IIMS&R) has been a savior for the 
patients who needed help. Integral University hospital was appreciated by The Times Group for its selfless service to society at 
large during the first and second waves of the pandemic.

On 22nd September 2021, The Times Group felicitated the “Icons of Health 2021,” including medical institutions and hard-
working practitioners for their dedicated service during the crisis, at an event at The Taj Hotel, Lucknow.

It was a proud moment for IIMS&R, Integral University, to be appreciated and recognized by Shri Suresh Kumar Khanna, 
Cabinet Minister for Finance, Parliamentary Affairs, and Medical Education, for its contribution towards Covid Management 
and commendable efforts by its faculty and staff. The Certificate of Excellence was received by Prof. Zafar Idris, Dean, 
IIMS&R, and Mr. Syed Fauzan Akhtar, Asst. Director, Admin. Affairs, IIMS&R.

Integral University wishes health and prosperity to the nation and reaffirms its commitment to serving society in times of need.

Campus News
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Her Excellency Ms. Stella Budiriganya, Ambassador of Burundi to India visited Integral University, Lucknow 
on 18th August 2021

Her Excellency Ms. Stella Budiriganya, Ambassador of Burundi to India visited Integral University Lucknow on 18th 
August 2021. The event was attended by Hon'ble Pro-Chancellor, Dr. Syed Nadeem Akhtar; Hon'ble Vice-Chancellor, Prof. 
Javed Musarrat, Mr. Ghazali Sami, Deputy Director Outreach, Dr. Nilanjan Mukherji, Additional Director, Office of 
International Relations, Pro-Vice-Chancellor, Prof. Aqil Ahmad, Registrar, Dr. Shahid Ali Khan and other higher officials of 
Integral University.

The Hon'ble Vice-Chancellor introduced the University to H.E. Thereafter, documentaries of the University were 
showcased. Her Excellency was humbled by the reception and hospitality of the University. During the introductory session, 
H.E. expressed pleasure to be amongst academicians and appreciated her brief discussions with the members present.

The ceremony started with the welcome speech by Hon'ble Pro-Chancellor, wherein the efforts of Integral University in 
reaching out to foreign students, their subsequent onboarding and provision of continuous care were shared. The Hon'ble Pro-
Chancellor extended the welcome to Her Excellency and assured all possible support for providing education and training to 
the students of Burundi. H.E. stated, in her speech the mission of the President of Burundi and that the priority of the Burundi 
government was “Food for every person and money for every pocket”. Burundi's deep commitment for multi-dimensional 
growth of the country and for attracting investments was shared by H.E. Further in her talk, Her Excellency Ms. Stella 
Budiriganya shared her views that India's bilateral relations with Burundi have been cordial and are marked by 
developmental assistance and capacity building initiatives offered by the Government. She also acknowledged India offering 
scholarships and fellowships to Burundian nationals from the public and private sector to pursue fully-paid undergraduate, 
graduate, post-graduate, and research courses in India, enhancing the relationship between India and Burundi.

L to R: Pro-Chancellor, Dr. Syed Nadeem Akhtar, Chancellor, Prof. S. W. Akhtar, H. E. Ms. Stella Budiriganya, 
Vice-Chancellor, Prof. Javed Mussarat & Assistant Director, Admin. Affairs, IIMS&R, Mr. Fauzan Akhtar 

A talk on Africa-India Relations by H.E. Mr. George Mkondiwa, The High Commissioner of Malawi to 
India was organized by Integral University on 17th August 2021

The event was attended by Hon'ble Pro-Chancellor, Dr. Syed Nadeem Akhtar, Hon'ble Vice-Chancellor Prof. Javed 
Musarrat, H.E. Mr. George Mkondiwa, and Mr. Alfred Vilili, Counsellor Trade, Pro-Vice-Chancellor, Prof. Aquil Ahmad, 
Dr. Shahid Ali Khan, Registrar and other higher officials of Integral University.

In his articulate and expressive speech, H.E Mr. George Mkondiwa giving themes on how these two countries holds identical 
views on many regional, international and multilateral issues.
He said that Africa–India shares friendly and cordial bond.These two Countries have been historically connected during 
different eras through culture, economics, and politics. The roots of India's engagements with Africa in the historical context 
were focused on the continent's eastern coast, especially around the Horn of Africa.
He appreciated the eligiblity of Malawi citizens for scholarships under the Indian Technical and Economic Cooperation 
Programme and the Indian Council for Cultural Relations. 
The Welcome Ceremony ended with the presentation of the University memento to H.E. followed by the national anthems of 
Malawi and India. The event was a great success and the delegates retired with firm hope and determination of an upcoming 
partnership and various other ways to strengthen the bonds between the two countries.
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 during the crucial times of Covid by successfully treating almost 2000 Covid patients with a recovery rate greater than 70%. 
He immensely praised the Integral Institute of Medical Science and Research (IIMSR) Department for installing a 20 kl liquid 
oxygen tank. The members were briefed on several Central and State governments' schemes, such as Ayushman Bharat 
Yojana and PM Jan Arogya Yojana, which have immensely helped the citizens of the country cope with medical treatment 
during the pandemic. 
CRC was generous enough to provide free medicines to the poor and needy. Medical Kits were delivered in backward 
localities and medicines were made available in 9 hospitals in remote areas of the city. Also, ration kits were delivered from 
door to door. The tadfeen helpline established by the CRC helped in the last rites of several victims of the pandemic during the 
second wave in the months of April and May 2021. CRC has tirelessly worked towards dispelling the myths and fears against 
vaccination by way of counseling and distribution and display of over 100 posters across the city, promoting vaccination.
The meeting ended with the Presidential address by Prof. Syed Waseem Akhtar, Founder and Chancellor, Integral University. 
Prof. S.W. Akhtar praised the efforts of the CRC and the vaccination drive at Eidgah, Lucknow, and emphasized providing 
vocational skills and training to the deprived youth, in addition to the relief activities, so that more persons become capable of 
extending help instead of receiving it.

Covid Relief Committee's Meeting

Integral University hosted the second meeting of the Covid 
Relief Committee (CRC) on 5th September 2021. The 
meeting was attended by 27 eminent members drawn from 
various walks of life. Honorable Pro-Chancellor, Dr. Syed 
Nadeem Akhter delivered the welcoming speech while the 
Inaugural address was made by Maulana Khalid Rasheed 
Farangi Mahli, Chairman Islamic Centre. During the 
inaugural speech, Maulana Khalid Rasheed, the Chairman of 
CRC, appreciated the valiant efforts of Integral University

Prof. I.A. Khan
Ph.D.

Class of 2007

Er. Nazia Hassan
B.Tech. (Electronics Engineering)

Class of 2002

Er. Rehan Mahmood Khan Er. Ahmad Osama
B.Tech. (I.T.)
Class of 2006

Mr. Shariq Kidwai
M.B.A.

Class of 2008

Er. Mohsin Rehman
B.Tech. (Biotechnology)

Class of 2011

Mr. Abdul Rahman
B.Pharm.

Class of 2014

B.Tech. (Electronics Engineering)
Class of 2004

“Life is brief, but love is long" - Alfred Lord Tennyson

Our hearts are burdened as the entire AWAIU team eulogizes the departed souls who transcended the barriers of life this year.  
As we meditate on their accomplishments we solemnly hope that the aggrieved families are able to bear their loss with 
patience. To quote Henry David Thoreau, "Every blade in the field, every leaf in the forest, lays down its life in its season as 
beautifully as it was taken up."

In Memoriam
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ReminiscenceReminiscenceReminiscence
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Campus 
Glimpses ofGlimpses ofGlimpses of
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